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A #1 AMAZON BESTSELLER! "Perfect little
planning notebook to get the kids writing their own
plans before getting immersed in their videos and
screentime. And a little cute record to keep of all of
their ideas!" BUMPER EDITION! Got a child who
loves YouTube and loves making their own videos?
Help them harness their ideas and filming skills and
get planning like a pro with this kid-friendly YouTube
planning notebook. This is a bumper edition of our
original bestselling Youtube planning notebook with
more pages for more ideas! Get kids off their
screens 24/7 and help them hone their writing,
planning, organising, editing, marketing and
business skills through a hobby they love - and make
better videos because of it! Includes hints and tips
on how to make good videos, how to stay safe when
publishing online, and a review section to keep
thinking about what you do and how to make it better
each time. 30 double-spread planning pages to get
you started on your YouTube journey, plus idea
brainstorming and video inventory pages to get
organised. Peace out
Learn the ABCs with Chinese American vegetables,
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fruits, and other foods. Written and illustrated by a
Chinese American.
I'm Michael Recycle for all that I'm worth I'm green
and I'm keen to save plane Earth!A small town
somewhere near you is in desperate need of
salvation...fro drowning in rubbish at the hands of its
lazy and wasteful inhabitants! Join Mchael Recycle,
the green-caped crusader, as he rescues the town
and proves tohe lazy layabouts that recycling can
actually be quite good fun!He is a new kid of
superhero in a new kind of world.
The first step in creating a successful YouTube
channel is to set up your goals. The second step is
to make a plan that will help you achieve those
goals. This planner will help you do just that.This
notebook contains 200 pages of worksheets and
trackers designed to guide you through the process
of brainstorming, creating videos, and publishing
them on a regular basis so that your audience can
grow over time.It's not enough to have an idea for a
video; you need to figure out what it's about, how
long it take and so much more. Let this YouTube
Planner Guide you. This 200-page YouTube Planner
features: 200 pages 6" x 9" inches undated planner
youtube video creation pages monthly overview:
content planner (for 12 months) weekly overview:
content planner (for 53 weeks) a page for YouTube
Channel set up a page to track your stats pages with
diagrams for all stats (views, subscribers, earnings,
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watch time) pages to celebrate total subscribers
Age Level: 9 and up | Grade Level: 4 and up Davy
Spencer might be the new kid in school, but that
doesn't mean he can't start as the most POPULAR
kid. With the help of his two best friends, Chuck and
Annie, Davy throws himself into making viral
YouTube videos with hilariously disastrous results. If
he can pull this off, then everybody at his new school
will know his name before even meeting him. Davy's
YouTube channel has everything - awesome
pranks? Check! School lunch reviews? Check!
Undercover detention missions? Check! Getting duct
taped to the wall? Check - wait, what? Becoming a
rockstar Youtuber isn't easy, but Davy won't give
up... no matter how crazy things have to get. Kid
Youtuber is a funny children's book for ages 9-12,
middle school students, and adults who never grew
up. Marcus Emerson is the author of Diary of a 6th
Grade Ninja, The Super Life of Ben Braver, and
Recess Warriors.
The unpredictable events of a particular Tuesday
unroll before the reader with the precision and clarity
of a silent movie. A Caldecott Medal book.
From the host of the YouTube channel that went
viral—Dad, How Do I?—comes a book that’s part
memoir/part inspiration/part DIY. Rob Kenney’s
father left him and his seven siblings when he was
fourteen years old, and the youngest had to fend for
themselves. He wished that he had someone who
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could teach him the basics—how to tie a tie, jumpstart a car, unclog a drain, use tools properly—as well
as succeed in life. But he and his siblings had to
figure these things out on their own. Now a father
himself, Rob decided that he would help people out
by providing how-to tips as well as advice—and even
throw in some bad dad jokes. He started a YouTube
channel for anyone looking for fatherly advice, and in
the course of three months, gained a following of
nearly 2.5 million subscribers, with millions of views
for his how-to and inspirational videos. In this book,
Rob shares his story of overcoming a difficult
childhood with the strength of faith and family, and
offers inspiration and hope. In addition, he provides
50 practical DYI instructions (30 of which will be
unique to the book), illustrated with helpful line
drawings.
YouTube Planning Book for kids Perfect gift for
beginners, This youtube planner will help your kid to
create youtube videos easily. This planning
notebook will help him to write his own plans and
ideas to edit videos. It is suitable for vlogging
channels. It will help him hone in writing, planning,
organising, editing, marketing his ideas and videos.
You may think that starting a new channel is very
difficult but with this planner, your kid will enter the
YouTube journey. Your kid will be able to know how
to plan each video, how to set goals for himself.
Also, this youtube planning book will motivate him to
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grow his channel and organize ideas. Details: * 60
video planners * 60 statistics for videos * Goals
planner * 8.5 x 11 inches * 130 pages * Soft cover
Searching a surprise gift for your kid YouTuber? Your search
ends here! Here is Your Handy YouTube Content Planner
and Tracker Suitable for Newbies & Professionals. This
YouTube Content Planner and tracker is the best in class that
offers detailed strategy planning from inception of idea till
going live with your video. It is a great resource for beginners
and experienced YouTubers and Vloggers to create
wonderful content. Helps you, stay organized, plan well in
advance, track progress and achieve your goals. This
YouTube planner will help you or your loved one become a
great content creator, influencer on this most popular online
video platform. All the best to grow your YouTube channel
with this planner. YouTube Planners are great for: Best Gift
for Your Kid Youtuber Kids Party Favors Youtubers Birthday
Gift Essentials Item in YouTube Starter Kit Best Planner for
YouTube Channel Holiday and Birthday Gift YouTube
Success Planner Scroll to the top of the page and click the
"Add to Cart" button now!
In difficult times, what children really need is hope. This
collection, packed with short stories, poems, essays and
pictures from the very best children's authors and illustrators,
aims to provide just that. Within its pages you'll find animal
friends from insects to elephants, high-flying grandmas, a
homesick sprite, the tooth fairy, and even extra-terrestrial life.
This new edition has 133 contributions from children's authors
and illustrators, including Lauren Child, Anthony Horowitz,
Catherine Johnson, Michael Morpurgo, Onjali Q. Raúf, Axel
Scheffler and Jacqueline Wilson. A donation from every sale
will go to NHS Charities Together, in gratitude for the
incredible efforts of all those who worked in hospitals over the
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The following
from this ebook will
be donated to NHS Charities Together: 35% of publisher's net
receipts or at least £1.00 per copy. NHS Charities Together is
a charity registered in England and Wales (registered charity
no. 1186569)
This book features: 8.5 x 11 inches 105 pages Title Category
Content Checklist and more
Book 7 of the much-loved My Life series that has the
irrepressible Derek Fallon starting his own Youtube web
series! Derek Fallon finally found something to get excited
about at school—an extracurricular class on making videos!
Together with his friends Carly, Matt, and Umberto, Derek
can’t wait to create his own Youtube web series. But he soon
realizes Youtube stardom is a lot of work. On top of that, it’s
time for his foster monkey Frank to go to monkey college so
Derek must scramble to find a reason for Frank to stay with
his family—if only a little while longer. Can Derek solve both
problems at once? What if Frank became a part of Derek's
Youtube videos? Here's another funny and thoughtful novel in
the series that centers around most every tween today’s
pastime—Youtube! Christy Ottaviano Books
A #1 AMAZON BESTSELLER! "Perfect little planning
notebook to get the kids writing their own plans before getting
immersed in their videos and screentime. And a cute record
to keep of all of their ideas!" Perfect accompaniment to a
YouTube or Vlogging Guidebook Got a child who loves
Vlogging and YouTube and loves making their own videos or
wants to start? Help them harness their ideas and filming
skills and get planning like a pro with this kid-friendly
YouTube planning notebook. Get them off their screens 24/7
and help them hone their writing, planning, organising,
editing, marketing and business skills through a hobby they
love - and make better videos because of it! Includes hints
and tips on how to make good videos, how to stay safe when
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online,
and a review
section
to keep thinking about
what you do and how to make it better each time. 10 doublepage-spread planning pages to get you started on your
YouTube journey. Don't miss our new Minecraft Planning
Book too! Available on Amazon now PLEASE NOTE: This is
a notebook with tips - with lots of space for your child to plan
and write down their own ideas. There is guidance at the start
on how to do this, and each planning page is split into
sections to help create logical, structured videos with an
audience in mind. It is the perfect accompaniment to the
many in-depth Vlogging Guidebooks there are available. It's a
little bit about reading and learning, but much more so about
thinking, planning, writing, drawing and doing!
Do you want to start creating regular vlogs (video blogs) and
need structure? Who doesn't! Well now, you're in luck today :)
That is why we created this Youtube Planning Notebook For
Kids To Create Videos: Empower Children To Be Vloggers &
Today's Online Teachers planning notebook. This modern
and useful 6 x 9 inch (15.24 x 22.86 cm) blank journal tracker
notebook has been specially hand-designed for every kind of
kids, from grade school and up. Each page is a chance to
really stand out, remember those million dollar ideas and
shots, and grow yourself personally when you make progress
in your vlogging and video training Youtuber career. The
perfect companion for you when you need to get that video
online and need some structure and guidance. How does this
Kid's Youtube Video Planning notebook work? You can
preview the layout in the "look inside" button at the top - but it
is pretty practical and what youtube stars have been using for
years to crank out amazing content for their channels and
vlogs: Start Drafting Your Videos Before You Record Pick A
Show Name and Number right away Decide the main
storyline How you will open and start the videos Main points
1, 2, and 3 Conclusion ending with a question for the
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How does
that
sound? Using a
Youtube video creation journal is a great way to ensure that
each day you are writing, finding out when is the best time to
create new videos, and have a bit of fun too! See how many
ideas you can crank out in one sitting and enjoy the results of
more creative output. Who Is This Writer's Journal For? Great
gift for an aspiring Youtuber - for kids of all ages Outgoing
and energetic kids who want to show the world their talent
Children who enjoy show & tell and making product unboxing
videos Parents who want to encourage their children to tap
into the online training market, early! Creators and artists in
the making So what are you waiting for? Grab this practical
and useful video making strategy notebook today and start
generating ideas more in a systematized way. Creating just a
little bit more output each day will yield amazing results, and a
journal like this is your ticket to continuous improvement make it happen!
You may have convinced yourself that starting a new channel
is very difficult, but the truth is that it is simpler than it looks.In
YouTube Planning Book for kids - A Notebook For Beginners,
we will cover the basics of beginning your YouTube journey.
The book will cover a range of topics that will make it easy for
anyone to learn. FROM THIS BOOK YOU WILL LEARN:*
HOT TO START A YOUTUBE CHANNEL FROM SCRATCH*
HOW TO PLAN EACH VIDEO* SET GOALS FOR
YOURSELF* MOTIVATE YOU TO GROW YOUR CHANNEL*
GUIDE YOU TO EACH STEP OF THE PROCESS* HAVE
FUN WHILE CREATING CONTENT* ORGANIZE IDEAS*
MUCH MORE...There are many books covering the YouTube
world, but if you're a beginner and just looking to start your
journey in a simple way and step by step, then ...Scroll up,
Click the "Add to Cart" button now, and let the adventure
begin with "YouTube Planning Book for kids - A Notebook For
Beginners".
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Video Book for Kids.
Perfect gift for beginners, This youtube planner will help your
kid to create youtube videos easily. This planning notebook
will help him to write his own plans and ideas to edit videos. It
is suitable for vlogging channels. It will help him hone in
writing, planning, organising, editing, marketing his ideas and
videos. You may think that starting a new channel is very
difficult but with this planner, your kid will enter the YouTube
journey. Your kid will be able to know how to plan each video,
how to set goals for himself. Also, this youtube planning book
will motivate him to grow his channel and organize ideas.
Details: * 60 video planners * 60 statistics for videos * Goals
planner * 6 x 9 inches * 125 pages * Soft cover Available in a
variety of covers. Please Click on the author name link at the
top to check them out. Grab Yours Today! Be Healthy and
Happy! Thank You for Being Our Customers!
Create a YouTube channel that draws subscribers with topnotch content YouTube has the eyes and ears of two billion
monthly users. YouTube Channels for Dummies, 2nd Edition
offers proven steps to attracting a chunk of those billions to
your personal or business channel. This updated guide offers
insight from a quartet of YouTube channel content creators,
managers, marketers, and analysts as they share the secrets
of creating great content, building an audience, and
interacting with your viewers. The book includes information
on: · Setting up a channel · Creating videos that attract
viewers · Putting together a video studio · Editing your final
product · Reaching your target audience · Interacting with
your fans · Building a profitable business · Tips on copyright
law Written for both the budding YouTube creator and the
business professional seeking to boost their company’s
profile on the popular social networking site, YouTube
Channels for Dummies allows its readers to access the over
two billion active YouTube users who log on each day. Learn
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insight on content creation, planning, and marketing from
established YouTube creators.
A #1 AMAZON BESTSELLER! "Perfect little planning
notebook to get the kids writing their own plans before getting
immersed in their videos and screentime. And a cute record
to keep of all of their ideas!" Perfect accompaniment to a
YouTube or Vlogging Guidebook Got a child who loves
Vlogging and YouTube and loves making their own videos or
wants to start? Help them harness their ideas and filming
skills and get planning like a pro with this kid-friendly
YouTube planning notebook. Get them off their screens 24/7
and help them hone their writing, planning, organising,
editing, marketing and business skills through a hobby they
love - and make better videos because of it! Includes hints
and tips on how to make good videos, how to stay safe when
publishing online, and a review section to keep thinking about
what you do and how to make it better each time. 10 doublepage-spread planning pages to get you started on your
YouTube journey. Don't miss our new Minecraft Planning
Book too! Available on Amazon now PLEASE NOTE: This is
predominantely a notebook, with lots of space for your child
to plan and write down their own ideas. There is guidance at
the start on how to do this, and each planning page is split
into sections to help create logical, structured videos with an
audience in mind. It is the perfect accompaniment to the
many in-depth Vlogging Guidebooks there are available. It's a
little bit about reading and learning, but much more so about
thinking, planning, writing, drawing and doing!
In this beautifully illustrated picture book, one little girl and her
father are on their way to school as the whole city wakes up
around them! The gumdrop sun rises high in the cotton candy
sky. A woman stretches. She starts to run. The city morning
has begun! The city is still fast asleep when a young girl and
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But slowly,
little by little, light
starts to creep up over the buildings, and the city starts to
wake up. As they walk through the drowsy streets, a woman
begins her morning jog, street sweepers clean up the roads,
stores begin to open, and food deliveries are made to stores
and restaurants. Join these two on their morning walk to
school through the city in this beautifully illustrated picture
book.
This educational and enjoyable book helps children
understand how to plant bulbs, seeds, and seedlings, and
nurture their growth. Lois Ehlert's bold collage illustrations
include six pages that present all the flowers of each color of
the rainbow.
Are you starting a YouTube channel? Do you want to be
successful YouTuber? Starting a new YouTube channel is not
very difficult, the truth is that it is simpler than it looks.
Successful YouTubers make a plan and create quality
content consistently. This YouTube Planning Book helps you
to brainstorm, note down your channel ideas, content ideas,
goals & actions, new video planner with checklist, Income &
Expense Tracker. This YouTube Planning Book a perfect
notebook For Beginners as well as Pro. Congratulations on
your YouTube journey!!!.
This is a great planning book for all kids who want to grow up
Vlog or YouTube channel. This checklist planning book will
help you manage and organize your new video ideas as well
as all the technical aspects related to that video. in addition
after each video idea page there is a page for video
thumbnail ideas. so! ACTION! start creating videos and share
your channel name in the comment. features: 100 page 6x9
inches High quality white paper Unique cover design
Feeling fried? Peel yourself on the couch and meet your new
pal-tato! The winning fourth picture book from the #1 New
York Times bestselling creators of The Bad Seed, The Good
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and
Pete Oswald, will get
you and your kids moving! The Couch Potato has everything
he needs within reach of his sunken couch cushion. But when
the electricity goes out, Couch Potato is forced to peel himself
away from the comforts of his living room and venture
outside. And when he does, he realizes fresh air and
sunshine could be just the things he needs... Readers of all
ages will laugh along as their new best spuddy learns that
balancing screen time and playtime is the root to true
happiness. Check out Jory John and Pete Oswald’s other
funny, bestselling books for kids 4-8 and anyone who wants a
laugh: The Bad Seed The Good Egg The Good Egg
Presents: The Great Eggscape! That’s What Dinosaurs Do
GET EYES ON YOUR VIDS If you're the type who goes to
YouTube for everything from entertainment to information to a
way to communicate with your friends, this is the book you
need to build a channel worth subscribing to. Packed with the
advice of a video production teacher who's created her own
channel, this book offers step-by-step advice for building a
YouTube audience. Launch your channel – establish a home
on YouTube where people can find your work Create your
videos – apply production tricks to create videos that viewers
watch over and over again Collaborate with your audience –
build a relationship with your viewers that helps your
audience grow

Features an audio read-along! With a simple, witty
story and free-spirited illustrations, Peter H.
Reynolds entices even the stubbornly uncreative
among us to make a mark -- and follow where it
takes us. Her teacher smiled. "Just make a mark and
see where it takes you." Art class is over, but Vashti
is sitting glued to her chair in front of a blank piece of
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paper. The words of her teacher are a gentle
invitation to express herself. But Vashti can’t draw she’s no artist. To prove her point, Vashti jabs at a
blank sheet of paper to make an unremarkable and
angry mark. "There!" she says. That one little dot
marks the beginning of Vashti’s journey of surprise
and self-discovery. That special moment is the core
of Peter H. Reynolds’s delicate fable about the
creative spirit in all of us.
The easy way for kids to get started with filmmaking
If you've been bitten by the filmmaking bug—even if
youdon't have a background in video or access to
fancyequipment—Digital Filmmaking For Kids makes
it easy toget up and running with digital filmmaking!
This fun and friendlyguide walks you through a ton of
cool projects that introduce youto all stages of
filmmaking. Packed with full-color photos,easy-tofollow instruction, and simple examples, it shows you
howto write a script, create a storyboard, pick a set,
light a scene,master top-quality sound, frame and
shoot, edit, add specialeffects, and share your
finished product with friends or a globalaudience.
Anyone can take a selfie or upload a silly video
toYouTube—but it takes practice and skill to
shootprofessional-looking frames and make your
own short film. Writtenby a film and video
professional who has taught hundreds ofstudents,
this kid-accessible guide provides you with handsonprojects that make it fun to learn all aspects of
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video production,from planning to scripting to filming
to editing. Plus, it includesaccess to videos that
highlight and demonstrate skills covered inthe book,
making learning even easier and less intimidating
tograsp. Create a film using the tools at hand Plan,
script, light and shoot your video Edit and share your
film Plan a video project from start to finish If you're a
student aged 7–16 with an interest in creatingand
sharing your self-made video, this friendly guide
lights theway for your start in digital filmmaking.
Planner book for kids, who starts they YouTube
channel and wants to grow fast. Do your channel like
a professional and get your first million subscribers.
Have you always wanted to start your YouTube
Channel? Do you feel like you do not have the skills
and don't know where to start? Then keep reading...
You may have convinced yourself that starting a new
channel is very difficult, but the truth is that it is
simpler than it looks.In YouTube Planning Book for
kids - A Notebook For Beginners, we will cover the
basics of beginning your YouTube journey. The book
will cover a range of topics that will make it easy for
anyone to learn. FROM THIS BOOK YOU WILL
LEARN:* HOT TO START A YOUTUBE CHANNEL
FROM SCRATCH* HOW TO PLAN EACH VIDEO*
SET GOALS FOR YOURSELF* MOTIVATE YOU
TO GROW YOUR CHANNEL* GUIDE YOU TO
EACH STEP OF THE PROCESS* HAVE FUN
WHILE CREATING CONTENT* ORGANIZE IDEAS*
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MUCH MORE...There are many books covering the
YouTube world, but if you're a beginner and just
looking to start your journey in a simple way and
step by step, then ...Scroll up, Click the "Add to Cart"
button now, and let the adventure begin with
"YouTube Planning Book for kids - A Notebook For
Beginners".
Everything kids need to create and star in their own
video! YouTube has won the hearts, minds, and
eyes of kids around the globe. Young people
everywhere are making their mark on this popular
platform—some of them even gaining massive
followings, worldwide recognition, and the paychecks
that come along with it. While lots of youngsters are
happy to be spectators, others are hungry to create
and star in YouTube content of their own—and this
book shows them how. Written for kids in a language
they can understand, this book helps budding
filmmakers and producers create their own
videos—no matter the subject. It offers creators the
insight on how to plan and shoot quality videos,
install and use video editing tools, and post the final
product to YouTube. Apply tricks that pro filmmakers
use for better shots, lighting, and sound Edit your
video, add transitions, insert a soundtrack, and spice
things up with effects Shoot and share your video
gaming exploits Share finished videos with family,
friends, and the world For any kid interested in
joining the YouTube revolution, this book is the
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perfect place to start!
Reading news about YouTubers making six figures
off toddlers really makes you question yourself about
a lot of priorities and life choices. One of these
questions is definitely along the lines of how to start
a YouTube channel for kids.The YouTube Planning
Book for kids - A Notebook For Budding youtubers,
will help you make a good plan for each videos from
brainstorming to uploading and marketing ,and it
cover the basics of beginning your YouTube journey.
Have you always wanted to start your YouTube
Channel? Do you feel like you do not have the skills
and don't know where to start? Then keep reading...
You may have convinced yourself that starting a new
channel is very difficult, but the truth is that it is
simpler than it looks.In YouTube Planning Book for
kids - A Notebook For Beginners, we will cover the
basics of beginning your YouTube journey. The book
will cover a range of topics that will make it easy for
anyone to learn. FROM THIS BOOK YOU WILL
LEARN:* HOT TO START A YOUTUBE CHANNEL *
HOW TO PLAN EACH VIDEO FROM SCRATCH*
SET GOALS FOR YOURSELF* MOTIVATE YOU
TO GROW YOUR CHANNEL* GUIDE YOU TO
EACH STEP OF THE PROCESS* HAVE FUN
WHILE CREATING CONTENT* ORGANIZE IDEAS*
MUCH MORE...There are many books covering the
YouTube world, but if you're a beginner and just
looking to start your journey in a simple way and
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step by step, then ...Scroll up, Click the "Add to Cart"
button now, and let the adventure begin with
"YouTube Planning Book for kids - A Notebook For
Beginners".
The Cat in the Hat introduces beginning readers to
maps–the different kinds (city, state, world,
topographic, temperature, terrain, etc.); their formats
(flat, globe, atlas, puzzle); the tools we use to read
them (symbols, scales, grids, compasses); and
funny facts about the places they show us
(“Michigan looks like a scarf and a mitten! Louisiana
looks like a chair you can sit in!”).
"This is LIFE, people! You've got air coming through your
nose! You've got a heartbeat! That means it's time to do
something!" announces Kid President in his book, Kid
President's Guide to Being Awesome. From YouTube
sensation (75 million views and counting!) to Hub
Network summer series star, Kid President—ten-year-old
Robby Novak—and his videos have inspired millions to
dance more, to celebrate life, and to throw spontaneous
parades. In his Guide to Being Awesome, Kid President
pulls together lists of awesome ideas to help the world,
awesome interviews with his awesome celebrity friends
(he has interviewed Beyoncé!), and a step-by-step guide
to make pretty much everything a little bit awesomer.
Grab a corn dog and settle in to your favorite comfy
chair. Pretend it's your birthday! (In fact, treat everyone
like it's THEIR birthday!) Kid President is here with a
240-page, full-color Guide to Being Awesome that'll
spread love and inspire the world.
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PERFECT
YOUTUBE
CONTENT
PLANNING
BOOK FOR KIDS The Youtube Planning Notebook is
specially designed by an experienced and successful
YouTuber. What you will find in this planner is an indepth approach andpractical strategy carefully designed
for beginners and professionals to build or develop their
channel into a successful one. This amazing planning is
subdivided to seven (7) major sections. It is a great
resource for beginners and experienced YouTube
Vloggers to create amazing content they can be proud
of, stay organized, plan ahead, track progress and
achieve more. You can easily plan and analyze 106
Video Posts. There are also the undated calendar
section and lined pages for you to mark important dates.
SECTIONS 1. YouTube Video Plan Worksheet : 106
Well detailed Worksheet to brainstorm, plan and track
your videos. You can record : Video title Category
Duration Idea Source Keywords Playlists Shot by Date
Recorded and Published Supplies Description Statistics :
Likes, Dislikes, Views, Comments, Subscribers etc
Checklist : Film, Voice Over, Edit, Thumbnail, Music etc
Useful links associated with video Additional notes about
Video Ideas from video for future posts Main points
noted in video Social media pages : Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, Instagram and Others. More. 2. Channel Info
and Channel Statistics Page Channel name Phone
number, email and vision You can easily record Month,
Subscribers, Watch Time, Views, Income and Notes
Planner's start and end date 3. Ideas and Brainstorming
Section This is where you can quickly write down
creative ideas as it comes to your mind 4. Goal and
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ultimate goals and strategies put in place to ensure its
actualization. 5. Notable Channels Info : This is where
you can record vital channels necessary to the progress
of your channel Channel Name Category Website Other
notes on the channel 6. Notes section Summarize details
of each adventure in this lined section 7. Undated
calendar section Take notes and mark important dates
on this calendar, can also be linked to other sections by
page number to show any significant incidents. PLEASE
USE THE "LOOK INSIDE" BUTTON TO VIEW ALL THE
COOL FEATURES OF THIS PLANNER. Size : 8.5 x 11
inches Cover : Soft glossy professional cover finish.
Paper: High quality white paper. With this Planner, you
will achieve success in your online business, reach your
goals, gain more views, likes, subscribers, watch time,
and make your account outstanding!!. It is also a perfect
gift ideafor friends, loved ones, business owners, ladies,
social media managers, colleague and influencers.
On Christmas Eve, snowmen hold a party in the center
of town and celebrate with food, music and dancing, and
presents, in the companion title to Snowmen at Night.
This charming tale of an overgrown pine always being
passed by for Christmas, and what his woodland friends
do to help him, is sure to become a Christmas classic.
With delightful illustrations by wildlife artist Michael
Monroe and enchanting text from Colleen Monroe, the
birds, deer and squirrel of this story help make their
special friend's wish come true.
little planning notebook to get the kids writing their own
plans before getting immersed in their videos and
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Bookmark File PDF Youtube Planning Book For
Kids A Notebook For Budding Youtubers Volume
1screentime.
Youtube Planning
For
Kids
And a cuteBooks
record to
keep
of all of their
ideas.YouTube Planning Book for Kids: a notebook for
young YouTubersGot a child who loves Vlogging and
YouTube and loves making their own videos or wants to
start? Help them harness their ideas and filming skills
and get planning like a pro with this kid-friendly YouTube
planning notebook.120 planning pages to get you started
on your YouTube journey.
Sam has a very busy family. Mom works late; Dad's
projects pile up. Even Sam’s younger sister Marla is
always doing something. Everyone in Sam’s family has
their own idea of what the perfect vacation would look
like. But there’s one thing they all agree on: they just
can’t get away right now. So Sam comes up with a
different kind of getaway. With a little planning, a few
supplies, and a touch of creativity, she finds that her
family’s dream vacation wasn’t so far away after all.
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